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Desires for our 
time together



Heart Agreements

• We honor the importance of prayer and 
use it in our work together.

• We are willing to assume positive 
intentions.

• We embrace a constant willingness to 
learn about & from our reactions.

• We commit to be grounded in our 
Principles.

• We are willing to own our projections.

• We hold all confidences sacred.



Connecting



“Everything is up in the air and loose 
on the ground.” ~ Peter Steinke



Liminal Space



Everything you see has its roots in the unseen world.  
The forms may change, yet the essence remains the same.  
Every wonderful sight will vanish, every sweet word will fade,
But to not be disheartened,
The source they come from is eternal, growing,
Branching out, giving new life and new joy.
Why do you weep?
The source is within you
And the whole world is springing up from it.
~ Rumi ~



Sitting on the gold



How do we embrace possibilities in this time?

How do we access the gold?

How do we discover what Spirit is seeking to birth?



Theory U: Leading 
from the Future as It 

Emerges 
C. Otto Scharmer



Deep Listening



Open Mind
Open Heart
Open Will



What is Spirit seeking to 
birth? – from open mind, 

open heart, open will



The Green Snake and the Beautiful Lily (Goethe)

• How did you get here?
• Out of the clefts where gold dwells

• What is more glorious than 
gold?
• Light

• What is more quickening than 
light?
• Conversation



Conversations
• Where is the aliveness in your

spiritual community?

• Where do notice stuck energy 
(crystalized thought formations) 
in your spiritual community?

• What is the importance of 
spiritual community for you? For 
the world?







Based on what you have experienced in this process, 
what is Spirit seeking to birth in our spiritual 
communities?





“Life is an ever-progressive upward 

spiral of conscious evolution.” 

~ Charles Fillmore~


